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Abstrat
Migration phenomena and all the related issues, like integration of dierent soial groups, are
intrinsially omplex problems sine they strongly depend on several ompetitive mehanisms as
eonomi fators, ultural dierenes and many others. By identifying a few essential assumptions,
and using the statistial mehanis of omplex systems, we propose a novel quantitative approah
that provides a minimal theory for those phenomena. We show that the ompetitive interations in
deision making among a population of N host itizens and P immigrants, a bi-partite spin-glass,
give rise to a soial onsiousness inside the host ommunity in the sense of the assoiative memory
of neural networks. The theory leads to a natural quantitative denition of migrant's integration"
inside the ommunity.
From the tehnial point of view this minimal piture assumes, as ontrol parameters, only general
notions like strength of the random interations, the ratio among the two party sizes and the ultural
inuene.
Few steps forward, toward more rened models, whih inlude some struture on the random inter-
ation topology (as dilution to avoid the plain mean eld approah) and orrelations of experienes
felt among the two parties (biasing the distribution of the oupling) are disussed at the end, where
we show the robustness of our approah.
1 Introdution
European Parliament has approved, on November 2008, the introdution of a blue ard based on the
Amerian green ard ounterpart: This issue relies heavily on the introdution of qualied workers from
third ountries, putting even more attention on the subjet of immigration.
Fousing only on EU for simpliity, as USA senarios are intrinsially more omplex and tangled [28℄,
residents of one member nation of the European Union are allowed to work in other member nations with
little to no restrition on movement. Due to this poliy, traditionally homogenous ountries whih usually
sent a signiant portion of their population overseas, suh as Italy, are seeing an inux of immigrants
from several ountries with lower per apita annual earning rates, triggering nationwide immigration
debates [10℄.
Barriers to migration ome not only in legal form; as a matter of fat, soial opposition to immigration in
Europe is visible, the anti mass immigration perspetive is predominantly nationalist and ultural, rather
than eonomi (at the ontrary the latter is often improved by migration phenomena [11℄), onferring to
this issue a soial label.
Again, as a matter of fat, ontinuous immigration rates persist and host people is not left unaeted by
this: judges with respet to immigrants are ontinuously raised as well as debated inside the ommunity;
further, beyond a peer-to-peer interation among itizens, media share a ertain uniform inuene in
orienting popular will on the topi [16℄.
Immigration phenomena, as an aspet of omplex soial behavior, surely should math the ommon
properties of omplexity [19℄[25℄, and, as in the whole soial siene [35℄[36℄, a lot of attention in their
modelling has been ahieved. Theories have been derived by the so alled push-pull models [37℄, or
based on dynamial systems [9℄[23℄ (i.e. partial dierential equations usually involving time), but never
∗
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the senario has been plugged into a statistial mehanis framework. In this work we want to attempt
a rst minimal step toward a quantitative approah in this diretion.
Disordered statistial mehanis, even though developed in the framework of theoretial physis [3℄,
deals (prevalently) with the equilibrium properties of olletions of agents whih interat among them
via ompetitive exhanges [25℄: it reveled a surprisingly high apability to manage eld of researh far
form physis as neurobiology [1℄, immunology [29℄, eonomis [7℄ and, reently, quantitative soiology
[8℄[12℄[13℄[33℄.
The main idea is that when the amount of agents is suiently large, disordered statistial mehanis
omes in help as a stohasti optimization proedure whih aims to predit the global behavior of omplex
systems by onsidering, in a probabilisti framework, the mirosopi deterministi dynamis of all the
onstituents of the system itself.
Its methodial appliation for building a quantitative soiology has been strongly advoated by soial
sientists with a bakground in miroeonomis [17℄.
As a rst attempt we propose a simple model for analyzing equilibrium deision making [24℄ when a
population of individuals (i.e. a ountry) experienes interations with inoming people aerent by
several other plaes all over the world.
As ustomary within theoretial physis methodologies, the model has a ertain number of assumptions
that the reader may nd too strong to desribe reality. This is a key feature of this approah: dealing
with all the details of the phenomenon is surely appealing but more than prohibitive for the omplexity
involved. Moreover there is the danger of making a snapshot of the reality rather than a model with some
preditive and desriptive apabilities. On the ontrary, if via a minimal model some features an still be
retained, this may oer a suggestion for understanding the main degrees of freedom to take into aount
for future speulations.
In the last setion we will show that even (partially) relaxing our simplifying assumptions (that we are
going to emphasize here after), the features of our model are retained.
To simplify the mathematial treatment at this rst stage, what we postulate is:
• When making the host and the migrant ommunities interat, we neglet the underlying soial
network (the so alled small world [34℄) suh that eah of the N itizens, sooner or later, meet
eah of the P migrants (mean eld approximation).
• Notiing that the amount of the host agents is huge, many of them will share a negative experiene
with the migrants while many others will share a positive one; these exhange interations ξ are
thought of to be randomly hosen with a entered symmetri probability, i.e. P(ξ = +1) = P(ξ =
−1) = 1/2.
• Every dependene of the host opinions on the rate of migration is also refused (leaving this task for
future improvements of the model) and we onsider only the amount of foreigners with respet the
host bulk.
• Cultural bakground (inluding media inuene on the host ommunity) that we enode via an
external eld h is taken into aount to inuene uniformly eah itizen; models with random or
time-dependent elds are again left for future improvements.
While, at least the limits of P/N → 0 (no immigrants senario) and P/N → ∞ (only immigrants
senario) are lear and poorly interesting as they orrespond to absene of soial mixtures, in between
those two limits omplex behaviors may our.
We obtain two (intertwined) main results:
• First we prove that, when onsidering our model for interations among these two parties, this
is equivalent (shares the same equilibrium features) to onsidering a partiular Hopeld model of
assoiative neural network [6℄ inside the host ommunity: In soial terms, when looking at the
host ountry, the population spontaneously develops a onsiousness of the interations among
the immigrants. Experienes of the migrants are stored into a olletive soial memory.
• Interestingly, this happens if the ratio among the amounts of immigrants over the hosts is smaller
than a few per ent (depending on the partiular hoie of the ontrol parameters).
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If the ratio beomes higher (toward an high multi-ethni piture) this property falls down (blakout
senario [1℄) and there is no memory of the past interations: the system ages as a anonial spin-
glass [25℄, dening a transition toward an integrated state of the immigrants by the host ommunity.
We stress that our model does not predit any transitions from an hostile attitude toward a benevolent
one; instead there is a phase in whih the host olletive memory is able to formulate opinions on the
migrants (these an be both positive or negative or even utuating) and there is a phase in whih this
memory does not work any longer (the immigrants beome unaeted by the judge). In the latter, they
lose their immigrant label and indierene with respet to a judge in this sense is ahieved, whih we
dene as soial integration or better normalization in the sense that the foreigners presene has beome
normal and is no longer notied.
2 Soial memory of immigrant's interations
Let us onretely onsider a rst population of N itizens i ∈ (1, ..., N); eah itizen has an opinions
σi ∈ ±1, where +1 represents a positive attitude with respet to the migrants, vieversa for −1. As this
is supposed to be the host population ensemble, no null judges are allowed for the itizens (σ 6= 0): eah
agent is suppose to share a ultural relation with the others and must take a net position with respet
to the phenomenon (the diluted ase allowing even σ = 0 will be briey disussed at the end).
The seond population is made by P real agents τµ ∈ R, µ = 1, ..., p. This ommunity is omposed by all
the inoming immigrants and, to emphasize this laking of ultural aggregation, its a-priori probability
distribution P is hosen as a standard entered Gaussian, i.e.
P(σi) =
1
2
(δ(σi − 1) + δ(σi + 1)), P(τµ) = 1√
2pi
exp
(− τ 2µ/2). (1)
Both the ommunities need to be very large, as, dealing with phase transitions [18℄, we will be interested
in making both N and P diverge, suh that their ratio is held nite and ats as a ontrol parameter of
the theory, i.e. 0 < P/N = α ≪ 1 (for example in Italy the amount of itizens is ∼ 60 · 106 and the
amount of immigrants ∼ 30 · 105, both are large numbers and their ratio denes α ∼ 5 · 10−2 ).
Another ontrol parameter is β whih tunes the strength of the interations among the two parties (it
an also be thought of as the inverse of a noise inside the interation network [6℄, reeting the laking
of a full deterministi behavior as depited by our assumption).
Now we enode into a ost funtion (an HamiltonianHN,P (σ, τ ; ξ, h), where ξ is quenhed and h externally
tunable) these interations in a mean eld way, via both positive and negative ouplings ξµi suh that
H(σ, τ ; ξ, h) = − 1
α1/4
√
N
N,P∑
i,µ
σiξ
i
µτµ − h
N∑
i
σi, (2)
with P(ξµi = 1) = P(ξ
µ
i = −1) = 1/2, (P being the ξ probability distribution).
The meaning of the ost funtion (2) is lear: eah itizen ith meets eah migrant µth, further, experienes
a pressure by the media and his historial bakground, whih inuene uniformly the host opinions via
the external eld h.
The suess of the meeting is suggested (but, due to the noise β, not stritly imposed) by the value of the
ξµi : if ξ
µ
i > 0 both the i
th
itizen and the µth migrant will tend to have the same reiproal judgement
(i.e. σi > 0, τµ > 0 or σi < 0, τµ < 0): It an be positive (for example a low ost employee oer
whih may satisfy both of them) or negative (for example a robbery whih may give rise to reiproal
hostility). ξµi < 0 is also lear: it reets ases where only one of the two meeting agents is satised by
the interation while the other do not.
Overall the set of obtainable senarios for interations is omplete.
We stress that the single event is not of fundamental importane: we are interested in understanding
how the ountry globally responds to the phenomenon. Further, for a partiularly bad situation, given
the huge number of agents, there will be probably a partiularly good one and even more important a
judgement in a single itizen will probably hange over the time, but as one may hange, even the others,
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leaving the averaged opinion unaeted by these utuations.
The global ountry judgement on the migrants is dened obviously as m = N−1
∑N
i σi ∈ {−1,+1} suh
that if m = −1 a omplete antagonist attitude is shown, (and vieversa for m = +1), while m = 0 stands
for indierene.
The square root in the normalization of the Hamiltonian (instead of a power 1), reets the several
anelations whih happens on the volume of the agents due to the onitingly interations [4℄.
One introdued the partition funtion Z(α, β; ξ, h), dened as
Z(α, β; ξ, h) =
∑
{σ}
∫ +∞
−∞
P∏
µ
dτµe
−τ2µ/2 exp
(
− βH(σ, τ ; ξ, h)
)
, (3)
and using 〈〉ξ as the average over the quenhed ξ distribution, the equilibrium properties of this system
are found by studying the related free energy f(α, β, h) = (−1/√αN)〈lnZ(α, β, ξ, h)〉ξ.
In a nutshell, at eah given triplet (α, β, h), the minima of this free energy display equilibrium among ost
funtion minimization and severe entropy related onstraints, as, due to the dihotomy of the interations,
the system behaves as a bipartite spin-glass [6℄.
By applying the Hubbard-Stratonovih lemma [18℄ on the Gaussian elds τ , we map the partition funtion
Z(α, β; ξ, h) to
Z(α, β; ξ, h) =
∑
{σ}
e−h
PN
i σie
− β
2
√
αN
PN
i,j(
Pp
µ ξ
µ
i ξ
µ
j )σiσj . (4)
A new ost funtion H˜(σ; ξ, h), in terms of only agents σ interating eah another, is obtained as
H˜(σ; ξ, h) =
−1√
αN
N,N∑
i,j
(
P∑
µ
ξµi ξ
µ
j )σiσj + h
N∑
i
σi. (5)
This seond Hamiltonian (an Hopeld model [2℄[22℄) is hidden into the rst, it shares with it the same
equilibrium behavior (i.e. the same value of m) and aounts for soial onsiousness.
What it enodes is simple: if both ith and jth itizens had a good (or bad) interation with respet to
the µth immigrant (ξµi = ξ
µ
j ), then, when they meet (i.e. through the oupling σiσj), ξ
µ
i ξ
µ
j is positive and
they reinfore their opinion on the µth immigrant. At the ontrary, if ith has a good interation with the
migrant and jth a bad one (or vieversa) (ξµi 6= ξµj ), the exhange among the two itizens weakens their
viewpoints.
To have the global behavior one must then sum over all the itizen ouples and all the migrants.
We note that the interation strength among the same party (i.e. itizen with itizen) is quadratially
stronger than with the immigrants (host ommunity trusts muh more on the judgement of its elements).
So we see that the model we introdued behaves, in the spae of the only itizens, as an assoiative
memory [1℄ with Hebbian synapses i.e. Jij = N
−1
∑p
µ ξ
µ
i ξ
µ
j [21℄[22℄.
The mapping is in fat robust: The N dihotomi host judgements σi of the soial network reet the N
dihotomi (quiesent or ring) neurons of the neural network.
Further, the dihotomi felt experienes ξµi in soial network map the dihotomi learned experienes
in neural network, and the media inuene over the host ommunity h mirrors the threshold for ring
[1℄; even the power one into the normalization of the two body interation in eq. (5) turns out to be the
proper one of neural networks [6℄.
3 Migrant's integration inside the host ommunity
This bridge is extremely interesting as it naturally pioneers a quantitative denition of soial integration
for the migrants. In fat a long and deep debate among sientists involved in soial researh is still going
on the hoies of the quantiers for this phenomenon [32℄, ranging from averaged hire equivalene among
itizens and migrants to the perentage of shared marriages with respet to inner ommunity ones, as
well as several others possible indiators [31℄.
In our framework, the interations among the two parties are stored as memories into the dialogues of
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the host population suh that the network's free energy has P minima, eah of whih orresponding to a
given ξ (the gauge symmetry whih would suggest 2P minima is broken by the eld h).
Let us now fous on the memory apaities of the model: Starting from a generi point of the 2N possible
states of the system made by the itizens, and propagating through a meaningful Markovian dynamis
(i.e. a Glauber presription [1℄ as the ost funtion (5) obeys detailed balane [18℄), the free energy
ollapses into the minimum of the loser basin of attration, whih are the P learned patterns or their
linear ombinations (spurious states).
A onvenient order parameter set to hek the retrieval of the network is the P -vetor Mattis magneti-
zation mµ = N−1
∑N
i σiξ
µ
i , µ ∈ (1, ..., P ) [1℄, suh that, if the ontrol parameters range in the assoiative
memory phase, there will be at least a µ for whih mµ → 1 after enough time.
Of ourse inreasing P over a threshold, the Hebb matrix will approah a Gaussian for the Central
Limit Theorem (blakout senario): when this happens the neural networks turns into a spin-glass (a
Sherrington-Kirkpatrik model [5℄[20℄), the amount of minima beomes exponentially proportional to the
bulk [25℄ (and not linearly, i.e. P ∼ αN), the basins of attration beome all ondensed one into another
and retrieval is no longer possible.
So, if elapsing time, the amount of migrants inreases (as well as the number of host experienes) up to
this threshold αc(β, h), that denes the blakout: the transition to a glassy landsape makes retrieval no
longer ahievable and, in the host soial network, it is not possible to formulate a global statement of the
phenomenon, i.e. m = 0,mµ = 0∀µ ∈ (1, ..., P ): Consequently the immigrants are integrated as they an
no longer be thought of as immigrants.
To ontinue with quantitative results, let us disuss the network still in the zero noise regime (β → ∞)
and with an innitesimal eld h that assures only gauge breaking, while for general senario we remind
again to textbooks speialized in neural networks [1℄[14℄.
• When α < 5% there is oexistene of retrieval and spin-glass phases, with retrieval minima lower
with respet to the spin-glass ones. mµ 6= 0 for sparse values of µ and spurious states play a
onsiderable role (see the next setion).
• When 5% < α < 14% there is oexistene of the retrieval and spin-glass phases, with spin-glass
minima lower with respet to the retrieval ones. No spurious states exist and only one pattern eah
time an be minded.
• When α > 14% only the spin-glass phase survives. There is no longer any retrieval and the soial
onsiousness on the phenomenon disappeared.
At the end we want to report some extensions relaxing some of the hypotheses we followed. It is
well known in soial theory that the mean eld approah we used is too rude. In fat, from the early
investigations of Stanley Milgram [26℄ up to the reent formulations by Watts and Strogatz [34℄[15℄, it
is known that a proper underlying topology for the interations is the small world. It has been shown
by Coolen and oworkers that neural networks on these graphs are very lose to the standard one by
Hopeld [30℄[27℄.
Furthermore the fully unorrelated experienes maybe a too rude simpliation as well. It is in fat
very natural to assume that orrelations, at least due to similarity among migrants with several ommon
features (i.e. religion, politial views, lifestyle), do exist. To take into aount these features we should
introdue a probability distribution for the experienes as
P (ξ) =
1
2
(1 + a)δ(ξ + 1) +
1
2
(1− a)δ(ξ − 1),
whih naturally enlarges the previous sheme (that is reovered here for a = 0) as 〈ξµi ξνi 〉 = δµν + a2(1−
δµν). In [2℄, Amit and oworkers developed a orrelated memory neural network in whih they showed
that upon resaling the Hebbian synapti matrix as
Jij =
p∑
µ
(ξµi − a)(ξµj − a)
again the behavior of the network is largely unaeted by the modiation, the whole onferring a ertain
degree of robustness to our minima model.
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